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Abstract

We provide two nested models of random reference-dependent choice in which the

reference point is endogenously determined by random processes. Random choice behav-

ior is due to random reference points even though, from the viewpoint of the decision

maker, choices are deterministic. We first propose and characterize a parametric random

reference model. The components of this model can be identified from observed choices.

We then illustrate that similar revelations hold in a much general model as well. Hence,

our work is within the revealed preference paradigm.
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1 Introduction

Reference dependence is widely accepted as a fundamental feature of decision-making in

behavioral economics.1 In response to mounting evidence, a variety of theories of reference-

dependent choice were proposed. Their common feature is that a single alternative serves

as a reference point for each decision problem. However, many real life situations present

a multitude of possible candidates for a reference point (e.g. Baucells et al. [2011], Koop

and Johnson [2012], Baillon et al. [2020]). Indeed, the seminal work of Kahneman [1992]

emphasizes that for each decision problem there might be multiple potential reference points:

“There are many situations in which people are fully aware of the multiplicity of relevant

reference points, and the question of how they experience such outcomes and think about

them must be raised. There appears to have been little discussion of this issue in behavioral

decision research.”

To study multiple reference points, we consider a single individual making repeated de-

cisions.2 We assume that each feasible alternative serves as a reference point with a certain

probability. In our model, this probability is assumed to be unobservable and, more impor-

tantly, will be endogenously derived from observed choice behavior. In line with the liter-

ature, each reference point induces a specific reference-dependent preference. Furthermore,

given a reference point, the agent chooses the alternative which maximizes the corresponding

reference-dependent preference. The reference-dependent preferences are also assumed to be

unobservable, and will be endogenously derived from choice data.

In our model, choices are deterministic from the point of view of the individual. Yet,

she might pick different alternatives in repetitions of a decision problem due to changes in

her reference point. The analyst observes probabilistic choice data due to randomness in

determination of the reference point.

The first component of our model is a family of reference-dependent preferences. Each

alternative, x, induces a reference-dependent preference (relation) denoted by �x. It is well

known that reference-dependent preferences must be tied together through reasonable re-

1Some of applications of reference-dependent preferences include attitudes towards risk (Rabin [2000],
Wakker [2010]), the equity premium puzzle (Benartzi and Thaler [1995]), the annuitization puzzle (Benartzi
et al. [2011]), the disposition effect (Odean [1998], Genesove and Mayer [2001]), default bias in pension and
insurance choice (Samuelson and Zeckhauser [1988], Thaler and Benartzi [2004], Sydnor [2010]), selection of
internet privacy policies (Johnson et al. [2002]), and organ donation (Johnson and Goldstein [2003]), as well
as behavior of professional golf players (Pope and Schweitzer [2011]), poker players (Eil and Lien [2014]), cab
drivers (Camerer et al. [1997]), and physicians (Rizzo and Zeckhauser [2003]).

2Individual choices in repeated decisions were first reported in Tversky [1969], which showed that many
decision makers make different choices when faced with the same choice problem. Numerous other experimental
studies have replicated this choice pattern (e.g. see Agranov and Ortoleva [2017] and the references therein).
Repeated decisions are also observable in naturally occurring data, such as scanner data from supermarkets
and online data from digital platforms.
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strictions so that the resulting model is well-behaved (e.g. see Masatlioglu and Ok [2005],

Sagi [2006], Kőszegi and Rabin [2006]). To relate reference-dependent preferences {�x}, we

impose the classical status quo bias condition which says that an alternative is most desirable

when it is the reference point. In other words, if x is preferred to y when x is not the reference

point, then x must also be preferred to y when x itself is the reference point. This condition

eliminates unwanted behavioral patterns such as cyclical choice and status quo aversion, see

Sagi [2006], Masatlioglu and Ok [2014].

The second key ingredient of our model is the stochastic process through which the random

reference points are formed. Our rule satisfies two desirable requirements: (i) in a choice set,

distribution of reference points need not be uniform (it is alternative specific), and (ii) the

distribution of the reference points depends on the choice set (it is context-dependent). We

provide a simple, though non-trivial, rule which satisfies these requirements and is tractable

enough to use in applications. Namely, each alternative x is endowed with a weight wx

measuring the salience of the alternative as a reference point. In line with Luce’s logit model,

the probability of an alternative being the reference point is determined by its own weight

relative to the total weight of all available alternatives. Note that these weights are not

observable and will be derived from observed random choices. The probability of x being

chosen in S can then be expressed as

p(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

 wy∑
z∈S

wz


︸ ︷︷ ︸

probability of y being
the reference point

1(x is �y-best in S)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
x is the maximizer of �y

.

We call this the Random Reference Model (RAR). RAR is a canonical model in the

sense that it does apply to any individual choice problem, such as choice among consumption

bundles, lotteries, acts, consumption streams, and distributions of wealth. Consequently, we

focus on an abstract domain where the distribution of the reference point is only determined

by the choice problem.3

RAR offers a new perspective for stochastic choices. Previous literature interpreted

stochastic choices of a single individual as the outcome of fluctuating tastes (Thurstone [1927],

Luce [1959], Marschak [1959])4, random attention (Manzini and Mariotti [2014], Brady and

Rehbeck [2016], Aguiar [2017], Cattaneo et al. [2020]), learning (Baldassi et al. [2020]), ran-

3While we consider an arbitrary domain of alternatives, in application to specific domains, the reference
probability could be a function of different attributes of an alternative. For example, if the objects are risky
prospects, then the reference probability could depend on the prize dimension only or on both the prize and
the probability dimension.

4See also Apesteguia et al. [2017], Ahumada and Ulku [2018], Echenique and Saito [2019], Kovach and
Tserenjigmid [2019], Filiz-Ozbay and Masatlioglu [2020], Horan [2021].
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dom stopping (Dutta [2020]), or deliberate randomization (Machina [1985], Fudenberg et al.

[2015], Cerreia-Vioglio et al. [2019]). In our model, on the other hand, the source of random-

ness is stochastic reference points.

RAR differs from the classical random utility model (RUM) in two important ways.

First, while there are multiple preferences in RAR, these are related through the status quo

bias condition. In RUM, the set of preferences is arbitrary. Second, in RAR the set of

reference-dependent preferences is context-dependent and the number of preferences applied

to a choice set is bounded by the number of alternatives in it. In RUM, the set of preferences is

independent of context. Finally, RAR violates the well-known regularity condition of RUM.

Furthermore, the intersection of RAR and RUM only contains the deterministic rational-

choice model and the Luce model. Appendix C contains a more detailed discussion of the

relationship between RAR and the random choice literature.

RAR can accommodate well-known context effects such as the attraction effect (Huber

et al. [1982]). The attraction effect refers to the finding that the relative choice proportion

of two alternatives is affected by the availability of a third option that is asymmetrically

dominated by one of the alternatives. In particular, it is frequently observed that the addition

of an asymmetrically dominated alternative improves the choice share of the dominating

option. While RAR can accommodate such choice patterns, since the attraction effect involves

a regularity violation, it cannot be accommodated within random utility models. In addition,

although the attraction effect has often been demonstrated in the marketing and economics

literature using between-subjects designs, recently, Berkowitsch et al. [2014] and Mohr et al.

[2017] show that the attraction effect may also be observed for the same individual when

making repeated decisions. While deterministic models of reference dependence are not

capable of explaining these experimental observations, our model can easily accommodate

them.

RAR includes interesting special cases. First, if all the reference-dependent preferences

are identical, RAR reduces to the classical model of deterministic rational choice, where the

decision maker maximizes a reference-free preference. Second, if each reference-dependent

preference exhibits extreme bias towards its reference point, that is, if the reference point is

always the best alternative, then RAR becomes the standard logit model of Luce. In that

case, since an alternative is chosen only when it is the reference point, the choice probability

of an alternative is equal to the probability of it being the reference point. This choice

behavior resembles the idea of personal equilibrium of Kőszegi and Rabin [2006]. That is,

the distribution of reference points matches with the distribution of choices. Note that this

equivalence is independent of the parametric structure we have on reference point formation;

it continues to hold for any stochastic reference formation process. In other words, personal

equilibrium is equivalent to extreme status quo bias in our framework.
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In Section 3, we provide a set of behavioral postulates that characterize the empirical

content of RAR. They can be classified into two groups as (i) ordinal axioms dealing with

issues such as choice with zero probability or violations of regularity, and (ii) axioms on

cardinal probability values. Among our ordinal axioms, one imposes that if an alternative is

chosen with zero probability in a binary comparison, addition of new alternatives should not

increase its choice probability. Other ordinal axioms impose conditions under which a regu-

larity violation might be observed. A regularity violation is said to occur when elimination

of an alternative reduces the choice probability of another alternative. One of the key axioms

states that a regularity violation can occur only if the eliminated alternative was chosen with

zero probability. Another key axiom imposes asymmetry on regularity violations. The axiom

states that if removing an alternative z causes a regularity violation for another alternative

x, then removing z cannot cause a regularity violation for y 6= x as long as x is available.

Our cardinal axioms provide conditions under which Luce’s Independence of Irrelevant Al-

ternatives (IIA) property should be satisfied, and they regulate changes in probabilities in

cases when it is violated.

In Section 4, we illustrate how to identify the reference-dependent preferences {�x} and

the reference weights from stochastic choice data. The inference about preferences relies

on three different observations. The first one is being chosen with probability 1. In this

case, the chosen alternative is better than any alternative for any reference point in that

decision problem as well as any other reference point. The second one is being chosen with

positive probability in some choice problem. Then, we can say that this alternative is the

best alternative in the choice problem when it is the reference point. The final one is about

regularity violations. If the elimination of x from S causes a regularity violation for y, then

y must be better than any other alternative in S when x is the reference point. These three

observations completely characterize all the revealed preference implications of our model.

In the Luce model, the relative weight of x and y can be inferred from any choice set.

This is not the case in our model. First, choice probabilities might be 0 or 1 in some choice

problems. Second, even for intermediate probability values, the relative choice probabilities

are context dependent and thus can change. Nevertheless, we show that all relevant relative

reference weights can be revealed by looking at choice sets of size two and three. There

are three different observations through which the reference weight of x relative to y can

be revealed. First, the relative choice probabilities of x and y in {x, y} reveal the reference

weight of x relative to y unless one of the alternatives is chosen with probability one. Second,

if x is not chosen from {x, y, z} and if its elimination induces a regularity violation on z, the

difference between the relative choice probabilities of z and y in {x, y, z} versus {y, z} reveals

the reference weight of x relative to y. The third way in which the reference weight of x

relative to y can be revealed is when x and y are consecutive members of a cycle in which
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the reference weights for every other consecutive pair are known.

In random utility models, the set of “rationalizing” preferences is not unique in general.

While revealed reference-dependent preferences in RAR are also not unique, the relative

ranking of any two alternatives under any reference point can be revealed whenever it matters

for choice. Alternatively, we may not reveal the relative ranking of two alternatives y and

z under the reference point x only if x is preferred to both y and z when it is the reference

point.

One might wonder whether the strong (reference-dependent) preference revelations we

obtain are due to the particular parametric assumption we make on the reference probabilities.

In Section 5 we answer this question by studying a general model of reference formation. The

reference formation process of this generalized RAR (henceforth, GAR) satisfies two basic

conditions: the reference probabilities (i) are strictly positive, and (ii) satisfy strict regularity

(i.e. the reference probability of an alternative is decreasing in the menu size). These basic

conditions are satisfied by a wide range of “rational” reference formation processes including

that of RAR.5 We show that the revealed (reference-dependent) preferences of GAR are

exactly the same as that of RAR. This result has two implications. First, the revealed

preference result is not driven from our parametric modelling choice of reference probabilities.

Second, any stochastic model of reference dependence satisfying these two assumptions will

have exactly the same revealed preference as RAR. In Section 5, we also provide a set of

behavioral postulates that characterize the empirical content of GAR. On top of the four

ordinal axioms that characterize RAR, we introduce a critical axiom. It is closely related to

Motzkin’s transposition theorem, a member of the well-known theorems of the alternatives.

This axiom guarantees that the reference point formation rule satisfies the aforementioned

requirements.

Our paper is foremost related to the growing literature on reference-dependent choice.

The earliest strand of this literature treats the reference point as exogenous (e.g. Kahneman

and Tversky [1979], Tversky and Kahneman [1991], Munro and Sugden [2003], Sugden [2003],

Masatlioglu and Ok [2005], Sagi [2006], Salant and Rubinstein [2008], Masatlioglu and Ok

[2014], Dean et al. [2017], Guney and Richter [2018], Kovach and Suleymanov [2021]). Our

paper is distinct from these papers in endogenizing the reference formation process. In

addition, all of these papers except for Kovach and Suleymanov [2021] address deterministic

choices. A second strand of the literature studies endogenous reference point formation. In

models of Bodner and Prelec [1994], Kivetz et al. [2004], Orhun [2009], Bordalo et al. [2013],

and Tserenjigmid [2019], the reference point depends on the structure of the choice set but it

5For example, random utility representations with full support on preference rankings, the random con-
sideration model of Manzini and Mariotti [2014], or the weighted linear stochastic choice model of Chambers
et al. [2021] all satisfy both requirements.
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is independent of individual characteristics. Kőszegi and Rabin [2006], Rubinstein and Salant

[2006], Ok et al. [2015], Freeman [2017], Kıbrıs et al. [2018], and Lim [2020] consider models

where the endogenous reference point might differ across individuals. Maltz [2020] consider a

hybrid model which combines an exogenous status quo with an endogenous reference point.

These papers, however, only address deterministic choice behavior.6 To the best of our

knowledge, RAR is the first stochastic model of endogenous reference dependence.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our model. In Section 3, we

introduce the behavioral postulates that characterize RAR and present our representation

theorem. In Section 4, we show how the primitives of RAR are revealed from observed

choices. In Section 5, we generalize our model to GAR and discuss its identification and

characterization. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Model

Let X be a non-empty finite set of alternatives, and let X be the set of all nonempty subsets

of X. A choice problem is a set of alternatives S ∈ X from which the decision maker needs to

make a choice. A choice rule is a map p : X ×X → [0, 1] such that for all S ∈ X , p(x|S) > 0

only if x ∈ S and
∑

x∈S p(x|S) = 1. The choice rule p represents data on the choice behavior

of the decision maker (hereafter, DM ). The expression p(x|S) represents the probability of

x being chosen from the choice problem S. Note that if p(x|S) ∈ {0, 1} for every x and

S, then choices are deterministic. Hence, our formulation encompasses both stochastic and

deterministic choice rules.

Our model has two components: (i) a family {�x}x∈X of reference-dependent preferences

where each �x is a strict linear order that represents the DM’s preferences under the reference

point x,7 and (ii) a family {wx}x∈X of reference weights, where each wx > 0 influences the

likelihood of alternative x being realized as the reference point.

We assume that the reference-dependent preferences {�x}x∈X satisfy the following as-

sumption: if x is preferred to y when z is the reference point, then x must also be preferred

to y when x itself is the reference point. This assumption relates two reference-dependent

preferences and, in line with the concept of status quo bias, requires that being the reference

point cannot hurt any alternative.

6To clarify, what we refer to is deterministic choice behavior rather than the possibility of having alternatives
that are lotteries. For example, Kőszegi and Rabin [2007] takes alternatives to be lotteries, yet studies
deterministic choices from them.

7A binary relation R on X is a strict linear order if it is (i) weakly connected: for every x, y ∈ X, x 6= y
implies either xRy or yRx, (ii) irreflexive: for every x ∈ X, it is not the case that xRx, and (iii) transitive:
for every x, y, z ∈ X, xRy and yRz imply xRz.
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Status Quo Bias (SQB). If x �z y then x �x y.

In our model, the reference point is stochastically determined à la Luce [1959]. That

is, we assume that the probability of x being the reference point in S is equal to its own

reference weight relative to the total weight of all alternatives in S. Once a reference point

x is determined from the choice problem S, the DM maximizes the associated reference-

dependent preference �x on S to make a choice. The following definition formally states the

choice process in our model.

Definition 1. A choice rule p is consistent with the random reference model (RAR) if

there exist a family {�x}x∈X of reference-dependent preferences satisfying SQB and a family

{wx}x∈X of reference weights such that for each S ∈ X and x ∈ S,

p(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

 wy∑
z∈S

wz

1(x is �y-best in S).

We also say {�x, wx}x∈X represents p, or p admits a RAR representation.

RAR includes two well-known special cases. At one extreme, if the DM has a reference-

independent preference and all reference-dependent preferences coincide with this preference,

RAR reduces to the classical model of deterministic rational choice. At the other extreme,

if the DM exhibits extreme status quo bias where each reference-dependent preference ranks

its reference point at the top, RAR coincides with the Luce model with weights {wx}x∈X .

Hence, the rational choice model and the Luce model are extreme cases of RAR with no

status quo bias and extreme status quo bias, respectively.

One important characteristic of the Luce model and all other random utility models is

the regularity axiom (Suppes and Luce [1965]). It requires that the choice probability of

an alternative does not decrease as the choice set gets smaller, that is, p(x|S) ≤ p(x|T ) for

x ∈ T ⊂ S. As discussed in the introduction, one of the common findings in the literature

is the attraction (asymmetric dominance) effect, which involves a regularity violation. RAR

can accommodate such violations. For example, consider three alternatives x, y, z where z

is dominated by x but is not dominated by y. The asymmetric dominance effect states that

adding z to the choice set {x, y} should increase the choice probability of x (see Table 1), a

choice pattern in contrast to random utility models. This choice pattern can be accommo-

dated in RAR by assuming that the preference under the reference point z is x �z z �z y
and x and y are ranked at the top when they are reference points.

In this example, RAR also predicts the magnitude of the regularity violation. It requires

that the relative choice probability of x and y in {x, y, z} is equal to the summation of relative

choice probabilities of x and y in {x, y} and z and y in {y, z}. Note that the choice rule in
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Table 1 satisfies this property (1/21/2 = 1/3
2/3 + 1/3

2/3). The next section illustrates additional

restrictions RAR imposes on observed choices.

Table 1: RAR accommodates choice data exhibiting regularity violations.

p(·|S) {x, y, z} {x, y} {x, z} {y, z}
x 1/2 1/3 1 −
y 1/2 2/3 − 2/3
z 0 − 0 1/3

3 Behavioral Postulates

In this section, we discuss the behavioral postulates that characterize the empirical content

of RAR. Our postulates can be classified into two groups. Axioms 1-4 consider ordinal

properties of observed choice rule, dealing with issues such as choice with zero probability or

regularity violations. Axioms 5-8, on the other hand, consider cardinal probability values.

Axiom 5 imposes a condition akin to Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property

on revealed reference probabilities. Axiom 6 discusses conditions under which IIA is satisfied

for observed choice probabilities, and Axioms 7-8 regulate changes in probabilities when it is

violated.

The following terminology will be helpful. We say x is chosen from S if p(x|S) > 0. If

p(x|S) = 0, we say x is not chosen from S. Our first axiom states that if x is not chosen

against y in a binary comparison, it cannot be chosen from any choice problem contains y.

Hence, it is a significant relaxation of the well-known regularity condition which requires

p(x|S) ≤ p(x|T ) whenever x ∈ T ⊂ S.

Axiom 1. If p(x|{x, y}) = 0, then p(x|S) = 0 for every S that contains y.

In our model, if x is not chosen against y, that means y �x x. Since reference-dependent

preferences that we consider satisfy the SQB property, it must be the case that y is ranked

above x regardless of the reference point. Hence, x can never be chosen in the presence of y.

Our model allows regularity violations. The following three axioms regulate what type

of regularity violations can be observed. The next axiom states that if an alternative x is

not chosen in S, there must be an alternative y which beats x in a binary comparison, and if

this y does not beat all other alternatives in S, then eliminating x must induce a regularity

violation for y.
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Axiom 2. If p(x|S) = 0, then there is y ∈ S such that p(y|{x, y}) = 1 and either p(y|S) = 1

or p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x).

This axiom necessarily holds in our model. If x is not chosen from S, that means another

alternative y must be �x-best in S, and by SQB, must also be �y-best. Since y is better than

x under both reference-dependent preferences, it must be that x is not chosen from {x, y}.
Furthermore, unless y similarly beats every other alternative in S (in which case y must be

the only chosen alternative in S), it must be that elimination of x from S decreases the choice

probability of y, inducing a regularity violation. To see why, let A(y|S) be the set of reference

points in S according to which y is the best alternative in S. By p(y|{x, y}) = 1, we know

that x belongs to that set. With the elimination of x from S, A(y|S \ x) gets smaller. If

A(y|S) 6= S, then this induces p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x). If there are no other chosen alternatives

(that is, if A(y|S) = S), on the other hand, p(y|S) = p(y|S \ x) = 1 remains the same.

Axiom 2 states that elimination of an unchosen alternative should induce a regularity

violation, unless only one alternative is chosen from S. The following axiom completes this

picture by stating that elimination of a chosen alternative cannot induce a regularity violation.

Hence, in our model regularity violations happen only due to zero probability choices.

Axiom 3. If p(x|S) > 0, then p(y|S) ≤ p(y|S \ x) for any y ∈ S \ x.

To see why this axiom holds in our model, note that if x is chosen in S, it must be �x-best

in S. Hence, if y is �z-best for some alternative z ∈ S, then z is distinct from x and y is

also �z-best in S \ x, that is, A(y|S) ⊆ A(y|S \ x). Since p(y|S) =
∑

A(y|S) wz∑
S wz

, this implies

p(y|S) ≤ p(y|S \ x) for every y ∈ S \ x.

The next axiom imposes a form of asymmetry on regularity violations. It considers a

situation where elimination of z induces a regularity violation on x when y is available. Our

axiom then states that, in the presence of x, elimination of z cannot induce a regularity

violation for y.

Axiom 4. If p(x|S) > p(x|S \ z) and x, y, z ∈ T ∩ S, then p(y|T ) ≤ p(y|T \ z).

To see why Axiom 4 is satisfied our model, note that z induces a regularity violation on

x in a set that contains y only if x �z y. Due to asymmetry of �z, there cannot be another

case where z induces a regularity violation on y when x is available.

Axiom 4 is related to the “single reversal” axiom on deterministic choice (Kıbrıs et al.

[2018]). Their axiom states that if elimination of x induces a choice reversal in a choice set

containing y (i.e., c(S) 6= c(S \ x) when x 6= c(S) and y ∈ S), then there cannot be another

choice set in which, now, elimination of y induces a choice reversal when x is available. The
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stochastic analog of the single reversal axiom would require that in any choice set there is

at most one alternative elimination of which can cause a regularity violation. While this

does not hold in our model, Axiom 4 restricts the number of possible regularity violations in

another way by stating that eliminating an alternative can cause a regularity violation for a

unique alternative.

The next two axioms are related to Luce’s well-known IIA axiom which states that the

relative choice probability of two alternatives is independent of the choice problem they are

considered in, that is, for x, y ∈ S ∩ T ,

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=
p(x|T )

p(y|T )
.

RAR may not satisfy IIA in general. First, RAR does not require that an alternative is

chosen from every choice problem once it is chosen from one choice problem. Second, even

when the two alternatives are both chosen from the two choice problems, RAR can exhibit

IIA violations (recall the example in Table 1). Hence, accommodating the type of choice

behavior we are interested in requires formulation of more qualified versions of IIA. This is

what we will do next.

Our first “IIA axiom” ensures that the weights of alternatives revealed from binary and

trinary choice sets are consistent. First, note that for any binary choice problem {x, y}, if

p(x|{x, y}) ∈ (0, 1), then p(x|{x, y}) must reflect the reference probability of x in {x, y}.
Hence, in any binary choice problem where both alternatives are chosen, reference probabil-

ities are fully revealed. We use this to construct a function q(·|·) where q(x|S) reflects the

probability that x is the reference point in S. For any {x, y} with p(x|{x, y}) ∈ (0, 1) and

a ∈ {x, y}, let

q(a|{x, y}) = p(a|{x, y}).

Note that q(·|·) cannot be defined for all binary choice sets, since we might have p(x|{x, y}) ∈
{0, 1} for some {x, y}. However, when q is defined, it must be strictly between 0 and 1.

Next, consider a trinary choice set. First, if all alternatives are chosen, then it must be

the case that observed choice probabilities correspond to reference probabilities. Hence, for

any {x, y, z} where p(a|{x, y, z}) > 0 for all a ∈ {x, y, z}, we have

q(a|{x, y, z}) = p(a|{x, y, z}).

Now suppose that p(x|{x, y, z}) > 0, p(y|{x, y, z}) > 0, and p(z|{x, y, z}) = 0. Interest-

ingly, if p is consistent with RAR, we can also fully reveal q(·|·) in this case. To see this,

note that if p is consistent with RAR, we must have either p(x|{x, y, z}) > p(x|{x, y}) or

p(y|{x, y, z}) > p(y|{x, y}) (Axiom 2). Assume p(x|{x, y, z}) > p(x|{x, y}). This reveals that
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z ∈ A(x|{x, y, z}), and hence the observed choice probability of y from {x, y, z} must be the

same as its reference probability:

q(y|{x, y, z}) = p(y|{x, y, z}).

In addition, if p is consistent with RAR, we must also have p(x|{x, y}) > 0 and p(y|{x, y}) > 0

(Axiom 1). Hence, q(x|{x, y}) and q(y|{x, y}) are defined and equal to p(x|{x, y}) and

p(y|{x, y}), respectively. Since reference probabilities satisfy IIA in our model, we should

then have
q(x|{x, y, z})
q(y|{x, y, z})

=
q(x|{x, y})
q(y|{x, y})

.

Therefore, we can define q(x|{x, y, z}) as

q(x|{x, y, z}) =
p(x|{x, y})p(y|{x, y, z})

p(y|{x, y})
.

Lastly, since reference probabilities add up to 1, we have q(z|{x, y, z}) as

q(z|{x, y, z}) = p(x|{x, y, z})− p(x|{x, y})p(y|{x, y, z})
p(y|{x, y})

.

Notice that for singleton choice sets p(x|{x}) = q(x|{x}) = 1 must hold. However, as

discussed above, if S is not a singleton set, we cannot reveal q(·|S) when there is an alternative

x ∈ S that satisfies p(x|S) = 1. We will let T denote all singleton, binary, and trinary choice

sets for which q is defined as above. The next axiom ensures that q is generated by the Luce

rule on T .

Axiom 5. For any S1, S2, . . . , SN ∈ T and any x1, . . . , xN ∈ X such that {xi, xi+1} ⊆ Si for

i < N and {x1, xN} ⊆ SN ,

q(x1|SN )

q(xN |SN )
=

N−1∏
i=1

q(xi|Si)
q(xi+1|Si)

.

Since reference probabilities satisfy the IIA property in our model, we should expect

that observed choices should also satisfy IIA under certain conditions. For example, if all

alternatives are chosen with positive probability from every set, then our model reduces to

the Luce rule and, hence, satisfies IIA. Our next axiom generalizes this observation. Consider

a chosen alternative z ∈ S such that elimination of no alternative in S induces a regularity

violation for z. Axiom 6 then states that choices must satisfy IIA when such a “well-behaved”

alternative z is eliminated from S.
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Axiom 6. If p(x|S)p(y|S)p(z|S) > 0 and p(z|S) ≤ p(z|S \ t) for all t ∈ S \ z, then

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=
p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

.

To see that our model satisfies this axiom, note that p(x|S)p(y|S)p(z|S) > 0 implies

that for these alternatives, the associated reference-dependent preference ranks the reference

point as the best in S. Furthermore, elimination of no alternative in S induces a regularity

violation for z. That means A(z|S) = {z}, that is, no other reference-dependent preference in

S is maximized at z. Hence, elimination of z does not affect the sets of reference-dependent

preferences maximized at x or y: A(x|S) = A(x|S \ z) and A(y|S) = A(y|S \ z). Thus, the

relative choice probability of x and y remains unchanged.

It is useful to note that if all alternatives are chosen with positive probability in S, then

Axiom 3 guarantees that observed choices satisfy regularity when any alternative is eliminated

from S, and hence Axioms 3 and 6 jointly guarantee that IIA holds in this case.

While RAR allows IIA violations, these violations have a certain structure. Axiom 5

provides one such structure in binary and trinary sets by imposing a condition on revealed

reference probabilities. The next two axioms describe the structure of these violations in all

other sets. Consider a choice problem S where x and y are chosen, and z and t are not chosen.

Furthermore, suppose elimination of z from S induces a regularity violation on x. Since in

our model z can induce a regularity violation for only one alternative, this guarantees that

elimination of z from S will change the relative choice probabilities of x and y. Similarly,

eliminating z from S \ t will also change the relative choice probabilities of x and y. The

following two axioms describe how this change on S and S \ t are related. It turns out that

the relationship depends on whether elimination of t from S induces a regularity violation on

x or not.

For the first axiom, assume that elimination of t from S does not induce a regularity

violation for x. In this case, we look at the ratio

p(x|S)/p(y|S)

p(x|S \ z)/p(y|S \ z)

which measures how much more likely x is to be chosen relative to y from S compared to

S \ z. Our axiom states that the above ratio must be the same on S and S \ t. Hence, z

improves the likelihood that x is chosen in a consistent way.

Axiom 7. If p(x|S \ t) ≥ p(x|S) > p(x|S \ z), p(y|S) > 0, and p(t|S) = 0, then

p(x|S)/p(y|S)

p(x|S \ z)/p(y|S \ z)
=

p(x|S \ t)/p(y|S \ t)
p(x|S \ {t, z})/p(y|S \ {t, z})

.

13



To see that our model satisfies this axiom, note that under the given assumptions, z ∈
A(x|S). Hence, A(y|S) = A(y|S \ z). This implies

p(x|S)/p(y|S)

p(x|S \ z)/p(y|S \ z)
=


∑

A(x|S)
wa∑

A(y|S)
wa




∑
A(y|S\z)

wa∑
A(x|S\z)

wa

 =

∑
A(x|S)

wa∑
A(x|S\z)

wa
.

Since t /∈ A(x|S), we have A(x|S) = A(x|S \ t) and A(x|S \ z) = A(x|S \ {z, t}). Hence, the

above ratio remains the same when we replace S with S \ t.

For the second axiom, now assume elimination of t from S does induce a regularity

violation for x. In this case, we consider the difference

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
− p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

,

which is an alternative measure of how much more likely x is to be chosen relative to y from

S compared to S \ z. Our axiom states that the above difference must be the same on S and

S \ t.

Axiom 8. If p(x|S) > max{p(x|S \ z), p(x|S \ t)} and p(y|S) > 0, then

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
− p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

=
p(x|S \ t)
p(y|S \ t)

− p(x|S \ {z, t})
p(y|S \ {z, t})

.

To see that our model satisfies this axiom, note that under the given assumptions, z, t ∈
A(x|S). Hence, A(y|S) = A(y|S \ z). This implies

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
− p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

=

∑
A(x|S)

wa∑
A(y|S)

wa
−

∑
A(x|S\z)

wa∑
A(y|S\z)

wa
=

wz∑
A(y|S)

wa
.

Since A(y|S) = A(y|S \ t), this expression remains the same when we replace S with S \ t.

To get an intuition for the last two axioms, consider an attraction effect example with

four alternatives where z is dominated by x and t is either dominated by x or y. Axioms 7

and 8 impose some form consistency on how addition of z to a choice set will improve the

relative likelihood that x is chosen. Clearly, the impact of adding z will depend on whether t

is dominated by x or not. First, suppose t is dominated by y. Then, Axiom 7 states adding

z to either {x, y} or {x, y, t} must increase the relative choice probability of x and y by the

same percentage. Note that since t is dominated by y, x must be chosen with a smaller

probability from {x, y, t} compared to {x, y}, and hence an increase by the same percentage

implies a smaller increase in magnitude when z is added to {x, y, t}.
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Now, suppose t is dominated by x. Intuitively, one might expect that in this case adding

z to {x, y, t} should make a smaller impact than adding z to {x, y}, since there is already

an alternative dominated by x in the former choice set. In fact, it can be seen that in this

case the relative choice probability of x and y will increase by a smaller percentage when z is

added to {x, y, t} compared to the case when z is added to {x, y}. Axiom 8 then imposes an

alternative consistency requirement that the magnitude of the increase in the relative choice

probabilities must be the same.

We now state the characterization result.

Theorem 1. A random choice rule p satisfies Axioms 1-8 if and only if it has a RAR

representation.

4 Revelations

Our model has two components. Namely, reference-dependent preferences and reference

weights. In this section, we discuss how to infer information about them from choice data

that is consistent with RAR.

Before the formal discussion, let us present two extreme examples. First, consider choice

data satisfying Luce’s IIA. It can have multiple RAR representations. In every one of them,

the reference weight of an alternative x relative to an alternative y (that is, wx/wy) can

be uniquely determined as the choice probability of x relative to y in the grand set (or,

by Luce’s IIA, in any set that contains them). In addition, each reference point must be

ranked as the top alternative in all these RAR representations. However, we cannot infer the

relative ranking of two non-reference alternatives. This is an unavoidable non-uniqueness in

our model.

At the other extreme, consider deterministic choice data generated by maximization of a

single reference-independent preference relation. It also has multiple RAR representations.

Unlike the other extreme case though, all reference-dependent preferences are uniquely identi-

fied. Indeed, they must be the same as the corresponding (reference-independent) preference

relation generating the data. But unlike the other extreme case, reference weights cannot be

identified: any positive vector of weights would work.

As will be demonstrated further in this section, existence of multiple representations is not

restricted to the extreme cases discussed above. If two representations disagree on the relative

ranking of two alternatives under some reference point, then we cannot make any conclusions

regarding the ranking of these two alternatives. Similarly, if two representations disagree on

the relative reference weights of alternatives, then we cannot make any conclusions. Before
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making any conclusions regarding revealed preference and reference weights, we will require

that all representations agree on these revelations. Formally, assume that p admits k different

RAR representations ({�ix, wix}x∈X)i∈{1,...,k}. Then we say

1. x is revealed to be preferred to y under reference point z if x �iz y for each i ∈ {1, ..., k},
and

2. the reference weight of x relative to y is revealed to be αxy if αxy = wix/w
i
y for each

i ∈ {1, ..., k}.

Note that, while the first item is standard in the literature, the second item is novel. In

particular, it refers to the identification of the relative reference weights of two alternatives

rather than the reference weight of a single alternative. This is because absolute reference

weights are essentially non-unique. For example, even in the case of the Luce model, both w

and aw′ produce the same choice data whenever a > 0. Our definition bypasses this rather

trivial non-uniqueness by considering relative rather than absolute weights. But there still

remains another nontrivial source of non-uniqueness in our model. If an alternative dominates

every other alternative (for example, see Table 3), its weight relative to others is not revealed

by choice data, as will be discussed below.

According to our definition, to make any conclusions about revealed preference and ref-

erence weights, one needs to construct all possible RAR representations and verify the cases

in which these representations agree. It is clearly not practical to use this method to obtain

revelations. Thus, we next provide a practical method to obtain revealed reference-dependent

preferences and reference weights. To do this, we focus on three different types of observa-

tions revealing information about the reference-dependent preference under x. For y 6= z in

S, we learn that y �x z if

1. p(y|S) = 1,

2. p(y|S) > 0 and x = y, or

3. p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x).

For the first type of observation, note that an alternative chosen with probability 1 must

be the best alternative in S for any reference point. That is, y �z z for any z ∈ S \ y.

SQB then implies y �x z for any x ∈ X. The second type of observation is about an

alternative chosen with positive probability. In that case, this alternative must be the best

alternative for at least one reference point: there exists z ∈ S such that x is �z-best in S.

Then, by SQB, x must also be �x-best in S. Hence, x �x z. The third type of observation
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is a regularity violation caused by elimination of x, p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x). In any RAR

representation of p, this means y is the �x-best in S, implying y �x z. To see this, note

that if y is not the �x-best in S, the set of reference-dependent preferences it maximizes,

i.e., the set A(y|S) = {z ∈ S | y = arg max(�z, S)}), cannot get smaller after elimination of

x: A(y|S) ⊆ A(y|S \ x). Since p(y|S) =
∑

A(y|S) wz∑
S wz

, we would then have p(y|S) ≤ p(y|S \ x),

satisfying regularity.

Given choice data p that is consistent with the RAR model, let

yPxz if one of the three patterns above is observed.

We show that Px must be transitive. However, it might not be complete (see the first extreme

case above). Since any RAR representation of p must be consistent with the above revela-

tions, Px must be part of the revealed reference-dependent preferences. Furthermore, there

is no other revelation: any reference-dependent preference {�x}x∈X that respect {Px}x∈X
represents p. In other words, if two alternatives are not ranked according to Px, then we can

always find two representations where the relative ranking of these alternatives is opposite of

each other. The following remark, the proof of which is identical to the proof of Theorem 1,

establishes this point.

Remark 1. (Revealed Preference) Suppose p admits a RAR representation. Then y is

revealed to be preferred to z under reference point x if and only if yPxz.

We next discuss how relative reference weights are revealed from choice data. To this

end, we will only make use of binary and trinary sets, even though similar revelations hold

for larger sets as well. Three types of observations reveal information about the reference

weight of x relative to y

1. if p(x|{x, y}) ∈ (0, 1),

αxy =
p(x|{x, y})
p(y|{x, y})

,

2. if p(x|{x, y, z}) = 0 and p(z|{x, y, z}) > p(z|{y, z}),

αxy =
p(z|{x, y, z})
p(y|{x, y, z})

− p(z|{y, z})
p(y|{y, z})

.8

3. for any {x1, ..., xn}, if (n−1) of the n alpha values {αxixi+1}ni=1 are already known (with

8Note that the above conditions imply p(y|{x, y, z}) > 0 and p(y|{y, z})p(z|{y, z}) > 0. Hence, the
expression is well-defined.
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the abuse of notation xn+1 = x1), the last one can be identified through the equality

n∏
i=1

αxixi+1 = 1.

We now show that αxy is well-defined and equal to wx
wy

whenever p has a RAR repre-

sentation with {wx}x∈X . For the first type of observation, note that if x 6= y and both are

chosen from {x, y} with positive probability, then the corresponding reference point is the

best under both �x and �y. Hence, the relative choice probability of x and y reflects their

relative reference weight and, thus, p(x|{x, y})/p(y|{x, y}) = wx/wy, uniquely identifying

αxy. The second type of observation concerns an alternative z that is both �x and �z best

in {x, y, z}.9 Since p(y|{x, y, z}) > 0, the relative choice probabilities of z and y in {x, y, z}
must then be p(z|{x,y,z})

p(y|{x,y,z}) = wx+wz
wy

. Additionally, Axiom 1 implies that p(y|{y, z}) ∈ (0, 1).

Hence, as argued in case of the first observation, p(z|{y, z})/p(y|{y, z}) = wz/wy. Together,

these imply
p(z|{x, y, z})
p(y|{x, y, z})

− p(z|{y, z})
p(y|{y, z})

=
wx
wy
,

uniquely identifying αxy. The third type of observation is indirect. It follows from αxixi+1 =
wxi
wxi+1

for each i = 1, ..., n. Hence, the αxixi+1 values multiply to 1 and knowing n − 1 of

them reveals the last one. An implication of this observation is that if αyx is known, αxy

can be revealed as αxy = 1/αyx. This establishes that any RAR representation of p must be

consistent with the above revelations.

Given choice data p that is consistent with the RAR model, let

xWy if αxy is defined by one of the three patterns above.

First note that W is transitive and symmetric, as stated in the last observation. However,

it may not be complete. For example, in case of deterministic choice data generated by

maximization of a single reference-independent preference relation, W = ∅. As we argued

above, W must be part of the revealed relative reference weights. Furthermore, there is no

other revelation: any weight vector {wx}x∈X that respects αxy for all (x, y) ∈ W represents

p. In other words, if (x, y) /∈ W , then for any positive real number σ ∈ R+, we can find

a representation where the reference weight of x relative to y is σ. The following remark

establishes this point. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 1.

Remark 2. (Revealed Reference Weights) Suppose p admits a RAR representation.

Then the reference weight of x relative to y is revealed to be αxy if and only if xWy.

9As argued in the previous paragraph, the observation p(z|{x, y, z}) > p(z|{y, z}) reveals z is �x-best in
{x, y, z} and SQB implies that it is �z-best as well.
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In the following examples, we illustrate how to find such revelations.

Example 1. Consider the choice data on X = {x, y, z}, as given in Table 2.

Revealed Preference: To reveal Pz, note that p(y|{y, z}) = 1 implies yPzz and p(x|{x, y, z}) >
p(x|{x, y}) implies xPzy. Together, we have xPzyPzz. To reveal Py, note that p(y|{x, y, z}) >
0 implies yPyx and yPyz; and p(x|{x, z}) = 1 implies xPyz. Together, we have yPyxPyz. To

reveal Px, note that p(x|{x, y, z}) > 0 implies xPxy and xPxz; and p(y|{y, z}) = 1 implies

yPxz. Together, we have xPxyPxz.

Revealed Relative Reference Weights: From the set {x, y}, we observe αxy = p(x|{x,y})
p(y|{x,y}) = 1

2 .

Then, from the set {x, y, z},

αzy =
p(x|{x, y, z})
p(y|{x, y, z})

− p(x|{x, y})
p(y|{x, y})

=
2

1
− 1

2
=

3

2
.

Hence, αyz = 2
3 and αxz = αxyαyz = 1

3 . For example, normalizing wx = 1, this gives us

wy = 2 and wz = 3.

Table 2: The choice data in Example 1.

p(·|S) {x, y, z} {x, y} {x, z} {y, z}
x 2/3 1/3 1 −
y 1/3 2/3 − 1
z 0 − 0 0

Example 2. Consider the choice data on X = {x, y, z}, as given in Table 3.

Revealed Preference: To reveal Pz, note that p(z|{y, z}) > 0 implies zPzy and p(x|{x, y, z}) =

1 implies xPzz. Together, we have xPzzPzy. Similarly, xPyyPyz. To reveal Px, note that

note that p(x|{x, y, z}) = 1 implies xPxy and xPxz. There are no more revelations. Thus,

both xPxyPxz and xPxzPxy are possible.

Revealed Relative Reference Weights: From the set {y, z} we learn αyz = 2
3 . There is no

other revelation. For example, fixing wy = 2, we have wz = 3, but wx can be chosen to be

any value.

5 A General Model

In the previous section, we showed that RAR is a very tractable model, that is, its components

can almost be fully identified. In this section, we analyze whether these strong revelations
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Table 3: The choice data in Example 2

p(·|S) {x, y, z} {x, y} {x, z} {y, z}
x 1 1 1 −
y 0 0 − 2/5
z 0 − 0 3/5

are due to RAR’s parametric structure in reference point formation. To this end, we study

a generalization of RAR where the reference formation process is only assumed to satisfy

two basic conditions: the reference probabilities (i) are strictly positive, and (ii) satisfy

strict regularity (i.e., the reference probability of an alternative is decreasing in the menu

size). Both conditions are satisfied by RAR, as well as a range of other reference formation

processes.

Formally, the decision maker has a set of reference-dependent preferences {�x}x∈X and

context-dependent reference weights ρ(·|S). The expression ρ(x|S) represents the likelihood

that alternative x will be the reference point in S. Assume that ρ satisfies (i) ρ(x|S) > 0

for all x ∈ S (positivity), and (ii) ρ(x|S) < ρ(x|T ) for all x ∈ T ( S (strict regularity).

As before, we assume that reference-dependent preferences do not allow for indifferences, a

standard assumption in the discrete random choice literature. We also continue to assume

that reference-dependent preferences {�x}x∈X satisfy SQB. The following definition formally

states the choice process in our model.

Definition 2. A choice rule p is consistent with the generalized random reference model

(GAR) if there exist a family {�x}x∈X of reference-dependent preferences satisfying SQB

and context-dependent reference weights ρ satisfying positivity and strict regularity such that

for each S ∈ X and x ∈ S,

p(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

ρ(x|S) 1(x is �y-best in S).

When the above definition is satisfied, we also say ({�x}x∈X , ρ) represents p, or p admits

a GAR representation. Note that RAR is a special case of GAR where ρ(x|S) = w(x)∑
y∈S w(y)

.

As in Section 4, we say y is revealed preferred to z under x if for every GAR representation

({�x}x∈X , ρ) of p, we have y �x z. We now illustrate that the revealed reference-dependent

preference of this general model is the same as the parametric model. To this end, let Px be

defined as in the previous section.

Remark 3. (Revealed Preference) Suppose p admits a GAR representation. Then y is
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revealed to be preferred to z under reference point x if and only if yPxz.

To see this, first assume that p(y|S) = 1. Since every x ∈ S becomes the reference point

with positive probability, that is ρ(x|S) > 0, we must have y is better than z when the

reference point is x, y �x z. Note that then y �z z as well. Hence, by SQB, for any x /∈ S,

y �x z also holds. This is the first condition in our revealed preference definition. Second,

assume that p(y|S) > 0. Then there is a reference point t where y �t z for every z ∈ S \ y.

By SQB, we must then have y �y z. Finally, assume p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x). Assume there

exists z ∈ S such that z �x y. Therefore, removing x does not shrink the set of alternatives

which place y as the top ranked alternative in S. Since ρ(z|S \ x) > ρ(z|S) for every z

in S, we must have p(y|S) < p(y|S \ x), a contradiction. Hence, y �x z. This discussion

illustrates that these three conditions are necessary for the revealed preference. To see why

they are sufficient, assume that we have not revealed the relative ranking of x, y ∈ X under

the reference z using our definition. Then, it must be the case that z �z x, z �z y, x �x y and

y �y x. But if all these conditions are satisfied, the relative ranking of x and y under z cannot

impose any restrictions on observed choices. Hence, our definition reveals us everything that

can be revealed about the preference, so it has to be sufficient as well.

This result is important for two reasons. First, our reference-dependent preference rev-

elations are not driven by the parametric structure of RAR. Second, any generalization of

RAR that satisfies the two basic assumptions of GAR shares the same revelations about the

reference-dependent preferences.

Next, we discuss the behavioral postulates that characterize GAR. First, it is routine

to show that GAR still satisfies the ordinal Axioms 1-4. Unfortunately, these axioms are

not sufficient. Our next example illustrates this point. The choice rule presented in Table

5 satisfies Axioms 1-4, but cannot be represented by GAR. To see this, suppose not. By

the previous discussion on revealed preferences, we must have x �y y �y z, x �x y, z and

z �z x, y. Since p(y|{y, z}), p(z|{y, z}) ∈ (0, 1), ρ(y|{y, z}) = p(y|{y, z}) = 0.1. Similarly,

ρ(x|{x, z}) = p(x|{x, z}) = 0.5. By strict regularity, we must have ρ(x|{x, y, z}) ≤ 0.5 and

ρ(y|{x, y, z}) ≤ 0.1. This is a contradiction since p(x|{x, y, z}) > 0.1 + 0.5.

Table 4: A choice rule that satisfies Axioms 1-4, but cannot be represented by GAR

p(·, S) {x, y, z} {x, y} {x, z} {y, z}
x 0.7 1 0.5 −
y 0 0 − 0.1
z 0.3 − 0.5 0.9
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The example in Table 5 shows that, for choice data to be representable by GAR, the size

of regularity violations it exhibits must be bounded. The following axiom guarantees this

is the case. Together with the previous axioms, it characterizes GAR. This axiom is closely

related to Motzkin’s transposition theorem [Motzkin, 1936], a member of the well-known

theorems of the alternatives. It guarantees that the reference point formation rule satisfies

positivity and strict regularity.

Before stating the axiom, we introduce the following notation. For any x, y ∈ S ⊆ X,

let λxy(S) denote a positive constant. Let λ stand for the vector consisting of all constants

λxy(S). For notational simplicity, let λx(S) stand for λxx(S). For any such λ, we define

V (λ, p) =
∑
S∈X

∑
x∈S⊆X

λx(S)p(x, S) +
∑
S∈X

∑
x,y∈S⊆X s.t. x 6=y

λxy(S)(p(x, S \ y)− p(x, S)).

For any x ∈ S, let

Γλ(x, S) = λx(S) +
∑
y/∈S

λxy(S ∪ y)−
∑
z∈S\x

λxz(S)

Axiom 9. For any λ ≥ 0 that satisfies Γλ(x, S) = Γλ(y, S) for all x, y ∈ S such that either

p(x|S) = 1 or p(x, S) > p(x, S \ y), we have V (λ, p) ≥ 0, with strict inequality if λ 6= 0.

We can now state the characterization result.

Theorem 2. A random choice rule p satisfies Axioms 1-4 and Axiom 9 if and only if it has

a GAR representation.

6 Conclusion

We provide a simple model of random reference-dependent choice (RAR) in which the refer-

ence point is endogenously determined à la Luce. The key innovation of the paper is the idea

that observations of stochastic choice behavior might be a product of stochastic reference

points even though, from the point of view of the decision maker, choices are deterministic.

We provide a set of behavioral postulates that characterize the empirical content of RAR.

We also illustrate how to identify RAR’s basic parameters from choice data. The underlying

preferences can be uniquely identified whenever they affect choice and this strong identifica-

tion is not due to the Luce structure on reference point formation. We show that a similar

revelation holds in a much general model that we call GAR, as well as any model that lies

“in between” RAR and GAR. We also provide a characterization of GAR.
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Unlike the classical model of Luce, RAR can accommodate violations of regularity, as often

displayed in experimental and empirical studies. In RAR regularity violations only happen

when an alternative that is chosen with zero probability transfers its reference weight onto

the maximizer of its reference-dependent preferences. Hence, elimination of an alternative

chosen with zero probability induces a regularity violation on another. Having said that, it is

rather straightforward to create a modification of RAR where all alternatives are chosen with

positive probability, yet, regularity violations continue to occur. Consider a simple modified

version of RAR model

p(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

(
w(y)∑
z∈S w(z)

)
(ε1(x = y) + (1− ε)1(x is �y-best in S))

where ε > 0. As ε → 0, this model converges to RAR. It replaces the zero probabilities in

RAR with ε, yet continues to accommodate regularity violations. This model has a bounded

rationality interpretation where the decision maker maximizes her reference dependent pref-

erences with probability 1− ε and sticks with her existing reference point with the remaining

ε probability.

Another possible extension of RAR allows an exogenous reference point r to probabilis-

tically affect the reference formation process:

pr(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

(
wr(y)∑
z∈S wr(z)

)
1(x is �y-best in S)

where wr(r) = w(r) + b(r) and wr(z) = w(z) for all z 6= r. In this model, the exogenously

given reference point r receives a boost b(r) to its original reference weight, and hence it

becomes the reference point with a higher probability. As the boost b(r) → ∞, this model

converges to a deterministic choice model where the DM maximizes �r when her reference

point is r. On the other hand, as b(r)→ 0, the model converges to RAR. Further analysis of

such extensions is left for future research.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

We first define reference-dependent preferences.

Definition 1. For any x and y 6= z, let yPxz if and only if there exists S ⊇ {y, z} such that
at least one of the following is satisfied:

(i) p(y|S) = 1,

(ii) p(y|S) > 0 and x = y,

(iii) p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x).

Claim 1. If p(·|·) satisfies Axioms 1-4, then Px is transitive for all x ∈ X.

Proof. Let yPxzPxt. We will show that yPxt. There are nine cases (3 by 3) to consider. Each
case is named according to the corresponding conditions in the definition.

(i)-(i): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) = 1 and p(z|T ) = 1. By
Axiom 2, p(y|{y, z}) = 1 and p(z|{z, t}) = 1. By Axiom 1, p(y|{y, z, t}) = 1, and yPxt
follows.

(i)-(ii): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) = 1 and p(z|T ) > 0, where
x = z. Axiom 2 implies p(y|{y, z}) = 1. Axiom 1 implies p(z|{z, t}) > 0 and p(z|{y, z, t}) = 0.
Axiom 2 implies that either p(y|{y, z, t}) = 1 or p(y|{y, z, t}) > p(y|{y, t}). In both cases
yPzt follows, and since x = z, yPxt follows.

(i)-(iii): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) = 1 and p(z|T ) > p(z|T \x).
Axiom 2 implies p(y|{y, z}) = 1. Hence, Axiom 1 implies p(z|{x, y, z, t}) = 0. Since p(z|T ) >
p(z|T \ x), Axiom 1 implies p(z|{x, z}) > 0 and p(z|{z, t}) > 0. Then, Axiom 2 implies
p(z|{x, z, t}) > 0. Moreover, since p(z|T ) > p(z|T \ x), Axiom 3 implies p(x|T ) = 0, and
hence Axioms 2 and 4 imply p(x|{x, z}) = 0. Then, Axiom 1 implies p(x|{x, y, z, t}) = 0.
Note that, by Axioms 1 and 2, p(t|{x, y, z, t}) < 1 as p(z|{x, z, t}) > 0. In addition, since
p(z|T ) > p(z|T \ x), Axiom 4 implies p(t|{x, y, z, t}) ≤ p(t|{y, z, t}). Therefore, by Axiom 2,
either p(y|{x, y, z, t}) = 1 or p(y|{x, y, z, t}) > p(y|{y, z, t}). In both cases yPxt follows.

(ii)-(i): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) > 0 and p(z|T ) = 1, where
x = y. Axiom 1 implies p(y|{y, z}) > 0. Axiom 2 implies p(z|{z, t}) = 1. Therefore, Axiom 1
implies p(t|{y, z, t}) = 0. Since p(y|{y, z}) > 0 and p(t|{y, z, t}) = 0, by Axiom 2, we cannot
have p(y|{y, z, t}) = 0. Hence, p(y|{y, z, t}) > 0 which implies yPyt, and since x = y, yPxt
follows.

(ii)-(ii): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) > 0 and p(z|T ) > 0, where
x = y and x = z. Since the definition of Px requires that y 6= z whenever yPxz, this case is
not possible.

(ii)-(iii): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) > 0 and p(z|T ) > p(z|T \x),
where x = y. Axiom 1 implies p(y|{y, z}) > 0. Axiom 3 implies p(x|T ) = 0. Axioms 2 and
4 imply p(x|{x, z}) = 0. This contradicts p(y|{y, z}) > 0 as x = y. Hence, this case is not
possible.
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(iii)-(i): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x) and p(z|T ) =
1. Axiom 1 implies p(y|{x, y}) > 0 and p(y|{y, z}) > 0, and hence Axiom 2 implies
p(y|{x, y, z}) > 0. Since p(z|T ) = 1, Axiom 2 implies p(z|{z, t}) = 1, and hence Axiom 1
implies p(t|{x, y, z, t}) = 0. Now since p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x), Axiom 3 implies p(x|S) = 0, and
hence Axioms 2 and 4 imply p(x|{x, y}) = 0. Therefore, Axiom 1 implies p(x|{x, y, z, t}) = 0.
Note that, by Axioms 1 and 2, p(z|{x, y, z, t}) < 1 as p(y|{x, y, z}) > 0. Moreover, by Axiom
4, p(z|{x, y, z, t}) ≤ p(z|{y, z, t}) as p(y|S) > p(y|S \x). Since p(x|{x, y, z, t}) = 0, by Axiom
2, either p(y|{x, y, z, t}) = 1 or p(y|{x, y, z, t}) > p(y|{y, z, t}). In both cases yPxt follows.

(iii)-(ii): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) > p(y|S\x) and p(z|T ) > 0,
where x = z. Since x = z and p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x), Axiom 3 implies p(z|S) = 0, and
hence Axioms 2 and 4 imply p(z|{y, z}) = 0. Now, Axiom 1 implies p(z|{y, z, t}) = 0 and
p(z|{z, t}) > 0. Hence, by Axiom 2, p(t|{y, z, t}) < 1. Moreover, by Axiom 4, p(t|{y, z, t}) ≤
p(t|{y, t}). Therefore, by Axiom 2, either p(y|{y, z, t}) = 1 or p(y|{y, z, t}) > p(y|{y, t}) > 0.
In both cases yPzt, and hence yPxt, follows.

(iii)-(iii): There exist S ⊇ {y, z} and T ⊇ {z, t} such that p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x) and
p(z|T ) > p(z|T \ x). By Axiom 3, p(x|S) = p(x|T ) = 0. Axioms 2 and 4 imply p(x|{x, y}) =
p(x|{x, z}) = 0. Then, Axiom 1 implies p(x|{x, y, z, t}) = 0. Since p(z|T ) > p(z|T \ x), by
Axiom 1, p(z|{x, z}) > 0 and p(z|{z, t}) > 0, and hence, by Axiom 2, p(z|{x, z, t}) > 0.
Therefore, by Axioms 1 and 2, p(t|{x, y, z, t}) < 1. Moreover, by Axiom 4, p(t|{x, y, z, t}) ≤
p(t|{y, z, t}). By the same argument, p(y|S) > p(y|S \ x) implies that p(z|{x, y, z, t}) < 1
and p(z|{x, y, z, t}) ≤ p(z|{y, z, t}). Hence, by Axiom 2, either p(y|{x, y, z, t}) = 1 or
p(y|{x, y, z, t}) > p(y|{y, z, t}). In both cases yPxt follows.

We have now shown that in all possible cases yPxt follows. Hence, Px is transitive.

Now let �x be an arbitrary completion of Px. The next claim shows that {�x}x∈X satisfies
the SQB property.

Claim 2. If y �x z, then y �y z.

Proof. Suppose z �y y. Then it must be that there exists no S ⊇ {y, z} with p(y|S) > 0. In
particular, p(z|{y, z}) = 1. But then, by definition, zPxy which contradicts y �x z. Hence,
y �y z must be true.

Next, we let q and T be defined as in the main text. The next claim shows that, under
Axiom 5, q is generated by the Luce rule.

Claim 3. Suppose p(·|·) satisfies Axioms 1-4. If q satisfies Axiom 5, then there exist weights
{wx}x∈X such that for any S ∈ T and x ∈ S,

q(x|S) =
wx∑
y∈S wy

.

Proof. First, we construct a partition P of the set of alternatives as follows. Let x and y
belong to the same partition element P ∈ P if there exist S1, . . . , SN−1 ∈ T and {x1, . . . , xN}
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such that x1 = x, xN = y, and {xi, xi+1} ⊆ Si for i ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. We let P (x) denote
the partition element corresponding to the alternative x.

Next, we construct the weights as follows. Pick an arbitrary element x ∈ X and let
wx = 1. Choose y ∈ P (x) and suppose S1, . . . , SN−1 ∈ T and {x1, . . . , xN} are such that
x1 = x, xN = y, and {xi, xi+1} ⊆ Si for i ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. Then, we let

wy =

N−1∏
i=1

q(xi+1|Si)
q(xi|Si)

.

To see that wy is well-defined, let S′1, . . . , S
′
K−1 ∈ T and {x′1, . . . , x′K} be such that x′1 = x,

x′K = y, and {xj , xj+1} ⊆ S′j for j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. Then, by Axiom 5, we get

1 =
q(x2|S1)
q(x1|S1)

· · · q(xi+1|Si)
q(xi|Si)

· · · q(xN |SN−1)
q(xN−1|SN−1)

q(x′K−1|S′K−1)
q(x′K |S′K−1)

· · ·
q(x′j |S′j)
q(x′j+1|S′j)

· · · q(x
′
1|S′1)

q(x′2|S′1)
,

since xN = x′K , x1 = x′1 = x, and q(x|{x}) = 1. Hence,

wy =

N−1∏
i=1

q(xi+1|Si)
q(xi|Si)

=

K−1∏
j=1

q(x′j+1|S′j)
q(x′j |S′j)

.

If X \ P (x) is empty, then we are done. Otherwise, pick an alternative y /∈ P (x) and repeat
the procedure above until we are done.

Now let S ∈ T be given. If S is a singleton, the claim follows trivially. Hence, let y, z ∈ S
be given. Then, we know that S ⊆ P (x) for some x ∈ X. Let S1, . . . , SN−1 and {x1, . . . , xN}
be such that x1 = x, xN = y, and {xi, xi+1} ⊆ Si for i ≤ N − 1, and let S′1, . . . , S

′
K−1 and

{x′1, . . . , x′K} be such that x′1 = x, x′K = z, and {x′j , x′j+1} ⊆ S′j for j ≤ K − 1. Now, by
Axiom 5,

q(y|S)

q(z|S)
=

q(xN |SN−1)
q(xN−1|SN−1)

· · · q(xi+1|Si)
q(xi|Si)

· · · q(x2|S1)
q(x1|S1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

wy

q(x′1|S′1)
q(x′2|S′1)

· · ·
q(x′j+1|S′j)
q(x′j |S′j)

· · ·
q(x′K−1|S′K−1)
q(x′K |S′K−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

1/wz

,

since xN = y, x′K = z, and x1 = x′1 = x. Hence, we get that for any S ∈ T and any y, z ∈ S,

q(y|S)

q(z|S)
=
wy
wz
.

It then follows that
q(y|S) =

wy∑
t∈S wt

,

as desired.

We next show that Axioms 1-5 guarantee that the characterization theorem holds for all
sets with at most three alternatives.
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Claim 4. Suppose p(·|·) satisfies Axioms 1-5, and let {�x}x∈X and {wx}x∈X be defined as
in the previous claims. Then, for any S with |S| ≤ 3 and x ∈ S,

p(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

wy∑
z∈S wz

1(x = arg max(�y, S)).

Proof. Let S with |S| ≤ 3 and x ∈ S be given. There are a few cases to consider.

Case 1: p(x|S) = 1 for some x ∈ S. Then, by our definition of �y, x �y z for any y, z ∈ S.
Since x is �y-maximal element in S for all y ∈ S, the characterization follows.

Case 2: p(x|S) > 0 for all x ∈ S. B our definition of �x, each x is �x-best element in S.
Moreover, by our definition of q(·|·), we have that p(x|S) = q(x|S). Since by Claim 3

q(x|S) =
wx∑
y∈S wy

,

the characterization follows.

Case 3: S = {x, y, z}, p(x|S) > 0, p(y|S) > 0, and p(z|S) = 0. Note that by our definition of
�x and �y, x and y are �x and �y maximal elements in S, respectively. Moreover, by Axioms
2 and 4, exactly one of p(x|S) > p(x|S \ z) and p(y|S) > p(y|S \ z) must hold. Without loss,
suppose p(y|S) > p(y|S \ z). Then, we must have that y is �z-maximal element in S, which
shows that the representation holds for z. In addition, by our definition of q(·|·), we have
p(x|S) = q(x|S). Since by Claim 3

q(x|S) =
wx

wx + wy + wz
,

the representation follows for x. Since p(y|S) = 1 − p(x|S), the representation also follows
for y. This concludes the proof of Claim 4.

The next claim shows that if we assume Axioms 1-6, the characterization holds for all
sets where all alternatives are chosen with positive probability.

Claim 5. Suppose p(·|·) satisfies Axioms 1-6, and let {�x}x∈X and {wx}x∈X be defined as
in the previous claims. Then, for any S such that p(y|S) > 0 for all y ∈ S, and any x ∈ S,

p(x|S) =
∑
y∈S

wy∑
z∈S wz

1(x = arg max(�y, S)).

Proof. Let S be such that p(y|S) > 0 for all y ∈ S and let x ∈ S. By Axiom 1, p(x|{x, y}) > 0
for any y ∈ S. In addition, by our definition of �y, each y ∈ S is �y-maximal element in S.
Hence, by Claim 4, for any y ∈ S,

p(x|{x, y})
p(y|{x, y})

=
wx
wy
.

Now let z ∈ S be given. By Axiom 3, we get p(z|S) ≤ p(z|S \ t) for all t ∈ S \ z. Hence, by
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Axiom 6,
p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=
p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

.

for any y ∈ S \ z. Now note that if {x, y} ⊆ T ⊆ S, then Axioms 1 and 2 imply that
p(t|T ) > 0 for all t ∈ T . Hence, by repeatedly applying the above reasoning, we get that for
any y ∈ S \ x,

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=
p(x|{x, y})
p(y|{x, y})

=
wx
wy
.

Hence,
1− p(x|S)

p(x|S)
=

∑
y∈S\xwy

wx
⇒ p(x|S) =

wx∑
y∈S wy

,

as desired. Since x was arbitrary, this concludes the proof of the claim.

For any S and x ∈ S, let A(x|S) denote the set of alternatives in S for which x is the
maximal element in S:

A(x|S) = {y ∈ S| x = arg max(�y, S)}.

Hence, the representation we want to prove can alternatively be stated as

p(x|S) =

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈S wb

.

The last claim shows that Axioms 1-8 are sufficient for the representation.

Claim 6. Suppose p(·|·) satisfies Axioms 1-8, and let {�x}x∈X and {wx}x∈X be defined as
in the previous claims. Then, for any S and x ∈ S,

p(x|S) =

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
y∈S wb

.

Proof. Note that we have already proven the result for S with |S| ≤ 3. We will extend the
result for all S by induction. Suppose the characterization holds for all S with |S| ≤ n, where
n ≥ 3, and let S 3 x with |S| = n + 1 be given. If p(x|S) = 1 for some x ∈ S, then the
same argument used in Claim 4 can still be used to show the characterization. Hence, we
can assume that p(x|S) = 1 for no x ∈ S. In addition, if p(x|S) > 0 for all x ∈ S, then
Claim 5 guarantees that the representation holds. Hence, suppose there exists z ∈ S such
that p(z|S) = 0. There are two cases to consider.

Case 1: p(z|S) = 0 and p(x|S) > 0 for all x ∈ S \ z. By definition of �z, we should
have that z ∈ A(x|S) for some x ∈ S \ z, and the representation holds for z. In addition,
every x ∈ S \ z is �x-maximal in S. Hence, assume A(x|S) = {x, z} for some x ∈ S \ z and
A(y|S) = {y} for y ∈ S\{x, z}. Since |S| ≥ 4, there exist at least two alternatives y, y′ ∈ S\x
such that p(y|S)p(y′|S) > 0. By Axioms 3 and 4, p(y|S) ≤ p(y|S \ t) for all t ∈ S \ y and
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p(y′|S) ≤ p(y′|S \ t) for all t ∈ S \ y′. By Axiom 6, for any t ∈ S \ {x, y, z},

p(t|S)

p(x|S)
=
p(t|S \ y)

p(x|S \ y)
.

In addition, by Axiom 6,
p(y|S)

p(x|S)
=
p(y|S \ y′)
p(x|S \ y′)

.

By induction argument, we have

p(t|S \ y)

p(x|S \ y)
=

wt
wx + wz

and
p(y|S \ y′)
p(x|S \ y′)

=
wy

wx + wz
.

Combining the previous two lines, we get that for any t ∈ S \ {x, z},

1− p(x|S)

p(x|S)
=

∑
t∈S\{x,z}wt

wx + wz
,

which implies

p(x|S) =
wx + wz∑
y∈S wy

and p(t|S) =
wt∑
y∈S wy

,

as desired.

Case 2: p(z|S) = p(t|S) = 0 for z 6= t ∈ S. There are two subcases to consider.

First, suppose z, t ∈ A(x|S) for some x ∈ S. Since we assumed that p(x|S) 6= 1, Axiom
2 implies p(x|S) > p(x|S \ z) and p(x|S) > p(x|S \ t). By Axiom 8, for any y ∈ S \ x with
p(y|S) > 0, we have

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=
p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

+
p(x|S \ t)
p(y|S \ t)

− p(x|S \ {z, t})
p(y|S \ {z, t})

.

Since A(y|S) = A(y|S \ z) = A(y|S \ t) = A(y|S \ {z, t}), by induction argument, we get

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=

∑
a∈A(x|S)\z wa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

+

∑
a∈A(x|S)\twa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

−
∑

a∈A(x|S)\{z,t}wa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

=

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

.

Since this is true for any y ∈ S \ x with p(y, S) > 0, we get

p(x|S) =

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈S wb

and p(y|S) =

∑
a∈A(y|S)wa∑
b∈S wb

.

Next, suppose z ∈ A(x|S) and t ∈ A(y′|S) for some y′ 6= x. Hence, we should have
p(x|S) > p(x|S \ z) and p(x|S) ≤ p(x|S \ t). By Axiom 7, for any y 6= x such that p(y|S) > 0,
we have

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=
p(x|S \ z)
p(y|S \ z)

p(x|S \ t)
p(y|S \ t)

p(y|S \ {z, t})
p(x|S \ {z, t})

.
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Note that for y 6= x, y′, we have A(y|S) = A(y|S \ z) = A(y|S \ t) = A(y|S \ {z, t}).
Similarly, we have A(x|S) \ z = A(x|S \ t) \ z = A(x|S \ z) = A(x|S \ {z, t}). Hence, for
y 6= x, y′, the induction hypothesis implies

p(x|S)

p(y|S)
=

∑
a∈A(x|S)\z wa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

∑
b∈A(y|S)wb∑
a∈A(x|S)\z wa

=

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈A(y|S)wb

.

In addition, since A(y′|S) \ t = A(y′|S \ z) \ t = A(y′|S \ t) = A(y′|S \ {z, t}),

p(x|S)

p(y′|S)
=

∑
a∈A(x|S)\z wa∑
b∈A(y′|S)wb

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈A(y′|S)\twb

∑
b∈A(y′|S)\twb∑
a∈A(x|S)\z wa

=

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈A(y′|S)wb

.

Combining the previous two lines, we get

p(x|S) =

∑
a∈A(x|S)wa∑
b∈S wb

and p(y|S) =

∑
a∈A(y|S)wa∑
b∈S wb

,

as desired. This concludes the proof of the theorem.

B Proof of Theorem 2

Suppose p has a GAR representation ({�x}x∈X , ρ). We first show that it satisfies Axiom 9.

Let X = {x1, . . . , xN} so that |X| = N . We first introduce a binary relation� on X . For
any non-empty S ⊆ X, let k(S) denote the smallest integer in {1, . . . , N} such that xk(S) ∈ S.
Let S � S′ if |S| < |S′| or |S| = |S′| and k(S \ S′) > k(S′ \ S). Note that � is irreflexive,
and since S \ S′ 6= ∅, S′ \ S 6= ∅, and (S \ S′) ∩ (S′ \ S) = ∅ for any S 6= S′ with |S| = |S′|,
it is weakly connected. In addition, suppose |S| = |S′| = |S′′|, k(S \ S′) > k(S′ \ S),
and k(S′ \ S′′) > k(S′′ \ S′). Then, we must have that either k(S′ \ S) > k(S′′ \ S′) or
k(S′′ \ S′) > k(S′ \ S) (equality is not possible since (S′ \ S)∩ (S′′ \ S′) = ∅). Since S and S′

have the same elements from {x1, . . . , xk(S′\S)−1} with xk(S′\S) ∈ S′ \ S, and S′ and S′′ have
the same elements from {x1, . . . , xk(S′′\S′)−1} with xk(S′′\S′) ∈ S′′ \ S′, in both cases above

k(S \ S′′) > k(S′′ \ S) follows. Hence, � is transitive. Let m : X → {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N − 2} be
a numeric representation of � that satisfies m(S) > m(S′) if and only if S � S′. Hence,
m(X) = 0, m({xN}) = 2N − 2, and etc.

We next define the vector of choice probabilities. For any S ⊆ X, let p(·|S) denote the
vector of choice probabilities for the choice set S, where the probability corresponding to
alternative xi is placed higher in the vector (alternatively, has a lower row number) than
alternative xj if i < j. Note that if xi /∈ S, then p(xi|S) = 0. Each p(·|S) is an N × 1
vector. Let p denote the vector of choice probabilities [p(·, S)]S⊆X stacked as follows: if
m(S) < m(S′), then the p(·|S) is placed higher in the vector p than p(·|S′). Hence, the rows
between m(S)N + 1 and (m(S) + 1)N in the vector p correspond to p(·|S). Note that p is a
(2N − 1)N × 1 vector.
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We next define the vector of reference probabilities. Let ρ(·|S) denote the N × 1 vector
of reference probabilities, where ρ(xi|S) = 0 if xi /∈ S. We stack the reference probabilities
ρ(·|·) in the vector ρ in the same order as p.

Next, we encode the preferences in a matrix as follows. For any S ⊆ X, let A(S) denote
an N ×N matrix of zeros and ones such that

[A(S)]ij = 1 if and only if xi = arg max(�xj , S) and xj ∈ S.

Note that if p(·|·) has a GAR representation, then for any nonempty S ⊆ X,

A(S)ρ(·|S) = p(·|S).

We stack the matrices A(S) in a matrix A as follows. For a matrix A and integers m,n, k, l
such that n ≥ m and l ≥ k, let A[m : n, k : l] denote the (n −m + 1) × (l − k + 1) matrix
consisting of elements Aij such that i ∈ {n, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {k, . . . , l}. Then, A is an
(2N − 1)N × (2N − 1)N matrix given by

[Aij ] = A(S) where i, j ∈ {m(S)N + 1, . . . , (m(S) + 1)N} for some S ∈ X

and Aij = 0 otherwise. By construction, if p(·|·) has a GAR representation ({�x}x∈X , ρ),
then

Aρ = p.

Our next step is to incorporate strict positivity and regularity constraints for reference
probabilities in a matrix. It will be convenient to introduce the following function: for any
S ∈ X , let nS : {1, . . . , N} → {0, 1, . . . , N} be given by

nS(i) =

{
|{xj ∈ S|j ≤ i}| if xi ∈ S,
0 if xi /∈ S.

Now, let I(X) denote the N ×N identity matrix. For any non-empty S ⊆ X, let I(S) denote
|S|×N matrix where the rows in I(X) which correspond to elements in X \S are eliminated.
That is,

[I(S)]ij = 1 if and only if nS(j) = i.

We stack the matrices I(S) in a (
∑

S∈X |S|)× (2N − 1)N matrix B1 as follows:

[B1]ij = 1 if and only if j ∈ {m(S)N + 1, . . . , (m(S) + 1)N} for some S ∈ X

and i = nS(j −m(S)N) +
∑

S′∈X :m(S′)<m(S)

|S′|

The matrix B1 encodes the requirement that ρ(xi|S) > 0 for any xi ∈ S ⊆ X.

We will use the matrix B2 to encode the regularity requirement: ρ(xi|S) < ρ(xi|S \ xj)
for any xi ∈ S ⊆ X and xj ∈ S \ xi. To this end, for any xi ∈ S ⊆ X, let B2(xi, S) denote
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the |S \ xi| × (2N − 1)N matrix where

[B2(xi, S)]kl =


−1 if l = m(S)N + i,

1 if k = nS\xi(j), l = m(S \ xj)N + i for xj ∈ S \ xi,
0 otherwise.

Stack the matrices B2(xi, S) in the matrix B2(S) where the matrix corresponding to the
element xi ∈ S is ranked higher in the matrix than element xj ∈ S if i < j. Lastly, create a
matrix B2 consisting of matrices B2(S), where B2(S) is placed higher in B2 than B2(S

′) if
m(S) < m(S′).

Now, let

B =

[
B1

B2

]
.

By construction, p(·|·) has a GAR representation ({�x}x∈X , ρ) if and only if

Aρ = p and Bρ > 0. (1)

Let

C =

[
A
−A

]
and b =

[
p
−p

]
.

Then, we can alternatively write equation 1 as

Cρ ≤ b and Bρ > 0. (2)

By Motzkin transposition theorem [Motzkin, 1936], the system described by equation 2 has
a solution if and only if for all vectors y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0,

CTy = BT z ⇒ bTy ≥ 0 (3)

with strict inequality if z 6= 0. Note that CTy and BT z are (2N − 1)N × 1 vectors.

Note that each row in the matrix B is associated either with a strict positivity or a
regularity constraint, and for each row i in B there is a corresponding zi ≥ 0 in the vector
z. For row i such that [B]i is associated with the positivity constraint ρ(xk|S) > 0, we use
the notation λxk(S) = zi to indicate that row i represents the strict positivity requirement
for xk in S. Similarly, for row j such that [B]j is associated with the constraint ρ(xk|S) <
ρ(xk|S \ xl), we use the notation λxkxl(S) = zj . Let λ = z. Then, we can rewrite equation 3
as

CTy = BTλ ⇒ bTy ≥ 0 (4)

with strict inequality if λ 6= 0.

Now, let κ = (2N − 1)N . We can express bTy as

bTy =
∑
S∈X

∑
i∈{1,...,N}

p(xi|S)(ym(S)N+i − yκ+m(S)N+i).
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For any S ∈ X , let ηS denote the function ηS : {1, . . . , N} → {1, . . . , N} such that

ηS(i) = {j ∈ {1, . . . , N}| xj = arg max(�xi , S)}.

Then, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and S ∈ X ,

[CTy]m(S)N+i =

{
ym(S)N+ηS(i) − yκ+m(S)N+ηS(i) if xi ∈ S,
0 otherwise.

and

[BTλ]m(S)N+i =

{
λxi(S) +

∑
xk /∈S λxixk(S ∪ xk)−

∑
xj∈S\xi λxixj (S) if xi ∈ S,

0 otherwise.

Hence, for xi ∈ S ⊆ X, the constraint in equation 4 implies

ym(S)N+ηS(i) − yκ+m(S)N+ηS(i) = λxi(S) +
∑
xk /∈S

λxixk(S ∪ xk)−
∑

xj∈S\xi

λxixj (S). (5)

In addition, since p(xi|S) = 0 if and only if ηS(i) 6= i, using the above equations, we get

bTy =
∑
S∈X

∑
i∈{1,...,N}

p(xi|S)
[
λxi(S) +

∑
xk /∈S

λxixk(S ∪ xk)−
∑

xj∈S\xi

λxixj (S)
]

=
∑
S∈X

∑
xi∈S

λxi(S)p(xi|S) +
∑
S∈X

∑
xi∈S

∑
xj∈S\xi

λxixj (S)(p(xi|S \ xj)− p(xi|S))

Lastly, given the above equation, the only implication of equation 5 is that for xi, xl ∈ S such
that ηS(i) = ηS(l), we have

λxi(S) +
∑
xk /∈S

λxixk(S ∪xk)−
∑

xj∈S\xi

λxixj (S) = λxl(S) +
∑
xk /∈S

λxlxk(S ∪xk)−
∑

xj∈S\xl

λxlxj (S).

Since for xi 6= xl in S, ηS(i) = ηS(l) = i if and only if p(xi|S) = 1 or p(xi|S) > p(xi|S \ xl),
letting

Γλ(xi, S) = λxi(S) +
∑
xk /∈S

λxixk(S ∪ xk)−
∑

xj∈S\xi

λxixj (S)

and

V (λ, p) =
∑
S∈X

∑
xi∈S

λxi(S)p(xi|S) +
∑
S∈X

∑
xi∈S

∑
xj∈S\xi

λxixj (S)(p(xi|S \ xj)− p(xi|S))

yields the axiom.

To prove sufficiency, we first define preferences {�x}x∈X as in the proof of Theorem 1. By
Claim 1, Axioms 1-4 guarantee that preferences are well defined. We then define the vectors
p, ρ, and matrices A, B as in the proof of the necessity of Axiom 9. Here the vector ρ is
unknown. Proving the representation is equivalent to showing that equation 1, and hence
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equation 2, holds for some ρ. We can then use Motzkin transposition theorem to show that
the representation holds if and only if equation 3, and hence equation 4 holds. Let ηS(i) be
defined as in the proof of the necessity. Notice that our definition of {�x}x∈X and the axioms
guarantee that (i) ηS(i) 6= i if and only if p(xi|S) = 0, and (ii) ηS(i) = ηS(l) = i for xi 6= xl
in S if and only if p(xi|S) = 1 or p(xi|S) > p(xi|S \ xl). The rest of the proof is the same as
the proof of the necessity.

C Related Literature: An Extended Discussion

Our paper also contributes to the growing decision-theoretic literature on stochastic choice.
Here we elaborate on the relationship between our model and several other models mention
in the introduction.

Our paper is closely related to a few recent papers which generalize the Luce model
(Ahumada and Ulku [2018], Echenique and Saito [2019], Horan [2021]) by relaxing the re-
quirement that an alternative must be chosen from every choice problem once it is chosen
from one choice problem. In these models, the DM first constructs a consideration set by
eliminating “dominated alternatives”. Within the DM’s consideration set, choices are made
according to the Luce rule. Hence, in these models IIA holds once we restrict attention
to chosen alternatives. On the other hand, in RAR “dominated alternatives” influence the
choice probability of chosen alternatives, and IIA does not necessarily hold even if we restrict
attention to chosen alternatives. In addition, in contrast to these models, RAR requires
that a regularity violation must occur when there is an alternative that is chosen with zero
probability unless one of the alternatives is chosen with probability 1. The main difference is
that while in RAR zero probabilities occur due to reference-dependent preferences, in these
models they occur due to limited consideration. Hence, the ways in which RAR and these
models address zero probabilities are distinct. All these models (including RAR) require that
IIA is satisfied if all alternatives are always chosen with positive probability.

Kovach and Tserenjigmid [2019] study an extension of the Luce model, called Nested
Stochastic Choice (NSC). In their model, the set of alternatives is partitioned into distinct
categories. Each category Xi is endowed with a choice set dependent weight v(Xi ∩ S), and
each alternative x is endowed with a weight u(x). When faced with a choice problem, the
decision maker first picks a category via the Luce rule with weights v(Xi ∩ S) and next
picks an alternative within the category via the Luce rule with weights u(x). Note that in
their model IIA holds (i) for any two alternatives in the same category, and (ii) for any two
alternatives that have degenerate (singleton) categories. Consider a choice rule p that has
a RAR representation with preferences z, t �x x �x y and any alternative other than x is
the best when it is the reference point. We show that p is not NSC. First, since p is RAR,
removing x from {x, y, z}, {x, y, t}, and {x, z, t} will cause an IIA violation. Then, observation
(i) implies that in any NSC representation y, z, and t must be in distinct categories. On
the other hand, observation (ii) implies that x must be in the same category with one of y
and z, one of y and t, and one of z and t. This is clearly impossible. Lastly, NSC allows
p(x|{x, y}) = 0 but p(x|S) > 0 for some S ⊇ {x, y} (a violation of Axiom 1). Hence, RAR
and NSC are distinct in terms of observed choices as well as behavioral motivations.
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Another strand of the literature focuses on the extensions or special cases of the random
utility model (RUM). Apesteguia et al. [2017] studies a RUM where the support satisfies a
single-crossing property. Relatedly, Filiz-Ozbay and Masatlioglu [2020] extends randomiza-
tion over utilities to randomization over deterministic choice functions and study a random
choice rule whose support satisfies a progressivity property.10

Another line of research studies random attention. Manzini and Mariotti [2014] analyze a
model where attention is independent between alternatives and each alternative is considered
with a fixed probability, called the attention parameter. Brady and Rehbeck [2016] consider
a model where the attention set is formed á la Luce. Aguiar [2017] generalizes the Manzini
and Mariotti [2014] model by relaxing the independence assumption.11 Cattaneo et al. [2020]
analyze a general non-parametric model of monotonic random attention.

Following the seminal work of Machina [1985], another important line of research analyzes
stochastic choice as maximization of preferences over lotteries. Fudenberg et al. [2015] analyze
perturbations of the expected utility model. This model satisfies regularity. Cerreia-Vioglio
et al. [2019] analyze an alternative deliberate random choice model which allows regularity
violations.

Our study is significantly different from the aforementioned papers on several dimensions.
In particular, the stochastic choice behavior in our model is due to stochastic reference points
and from the viewpoint of the decision maker, choices are deterministic. To the best of our
knowledge, our paper is the first study of random endogenous reference formation.

10With the exception of the general model in Filiz-Ozbay and Masatlioglu [2020], which is irrefutable, none
of these models are logically related to ours.

11Kovach and Suleymanov [2021] show that when there is a reference alternative the Manzini and Mariotti
[2014] model is precisely the intersection of the Brady and Rehbeck [2016] and Aguiar [2017] models.
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